
Computer Applications, Grade 8
Shellee Wampole, contact info: swampole@hayward12.wi.us

Focus of Homework Activity: Current Technology Trends

Technology Quest: For each one of the five categories listed below, search for a specific example of
how technology is used within that particular area. A few examples are listed for you. Your specific
example could be from something you read or saw in a magazine article or advertisement, the
newspaper, something you heard about on a television show or commercial, saw on a poster or billboard
sign, or found online (if you have Internet access).
*Recommendation

- Focus on one categoty each week and keep your eyes and ears open for an
example of it. When you see something cool, write it down.

How To Document Your Work: On a separate piece of paper, list Computer Applications, Grade 8, and
your first and last name. Create a graphic organizer (see examples below) for the five categories, and
write a short description of what kind of specific technology example you found for each category. Also
include the title Current Technology Trends. Only this piece of paper should be given to the school for
Mrs. Wampole to grade.
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#1 Smart Homes
Example: Home security, smart appliances

#2 Transportation
Example: High speed trains, smart cars

#3 Wearable Technology
Example: Fitness monitors, smart clothing

#4 3D Printing
Example: 3D printed food, 3D printed tools

#5 Entertainment & News Reporting
Example: 4D rides at theme parks, virtual reality apps,
augmented reality apps, drone technology w/cameras

**OptionaI websites for practicing your
keyboarding skills
(Note: This part is not graded)
Keybricks
Typingtest. com
Baron von Typesfast
Horse Race Typing
Nitro Type
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